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Tim Campbell-Smith is so extroverted they put the social back in social media.
Tim is a credentialed small business consultant and social media marketer. Tim has
published three books in the areas of marketing, business growth and social
enterprises, is an industry specialist with the Ontario Regional Innovation Centres,
and continues to better themself while working with clients around North America.

Tim's consulted for and spoken with hundreds of entrepreneurs, churches and
organizations, most notably with  Innovation Guelph, The Ontario Wedding
Association, Social Media Pro, The Professional Organizers In Canada, The Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) and numerous small business centres around Ontario. 

From bots to Facebook groups, church marketing to competitor analysis, Tim
weaves humorous stories of hope and wit that will both inspire and entertain
audiences. With over 100 events organized and spoken at, they're the speaker who
will rock your event.

For inquiries and to book:
tim@timcampbellstrategist.com
226.337.4545

If you want a speaker
                who looks like you,
     talks like you and
easily reflects your culture,
     then
I'm not your speaker.

Tim Campbell-Smith:
Memorable and

unique by design.



Tim's Popular Keynotes:

KEEPING SOCIAL MEDIA SOCIAL

THE TRUTH ABOUT...

FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL: GRASSROOTS MARKETING
AT SCALE

Grassroots marketing is often seen as a low cost, small scale, hyper
specific activity for small businesses to grow - this methodology is called
grassroots marketing. 
In this talk, Tim weaves stories, research and 
examples of how we can go from local to 
global with any business in any industry and, 
notably, any size with grassroots marketing.
Every business can build both their business 
and their communities with grassroots 
marketing. Let Tim lead your group through 
the how.

A down to earth talk, Tim's The Truth About talks are on any social media
platform or marketing topic. With only tactile information that equips and
empowers others to fully use social media, Tim weaves stories, figures and
strategies that give audiences the happiest, healthiest approach to social
media. 

Tim's most popular talk, Keeping Social Media Social examines the many
(and they mean many) ways social media has been abused and simple ways
to change our thinking about social media.
Drawing on real world experience, training and many discussions, Tim
weaves a hilarious, thought provoking and inspiring web of ideas that
cause people to really view social media for what it is: social.



How to ACTUALLY Get Sales from Social Media
No BS Advice to Social Media Marketing
Facebook & Instagram Ads 
Brand, Brand Planning and Brand Management
Marketing Fundamentals
How to Build Community On Social Media
Integrative Solutions: Digital Marketing Across All
Platforms
Impactful Storytelling
Smart Phone Video Production for Social Media
Social Media Q&A (entire event is just a collective
Q&A session) 
How To Do All Your Social Media In 60 Minutes or
Less
How To Design a Social Media Strategy 
What To Post On Social Media

Speaking topics have included:

Workshops can vary in length from 75 to 180
minutes in length. Inquire to customize your

workshop experience.

Facebook
Instagram
Alignable
Twitter

Each major social media platform:

LinkedIn
Pinterest
YouTube
TikTok

And topics related to social media, marketing and business:



For inquiries and to book:
tim@timcampbellstrategist.com

226.337.4545

Tim has spoken for audiences such as:



Here's what people are saying about Tim:

“If you want someone who will keep the audience's attention with his wit, charm and
intelligence, Tim is the person to talk to.He is an amazing person and will be an
amazing speaker at your event! Contact him today, you won't regret it!”  -Trevor
Wright, Wright & Associates

“I'll recommend Tim to anyone. He is a great facilitator and teacher. He is
knowledgable, gets to know his clients and their business and then helps them use
the appropriate social media platforms correctly to reach their target market. Tim,
you ROCK!” -Anja Gangur, Fido & Feline Holiday Daycare 

“I really like Tim's ability to hold a space with a group. There was humour and
conversation within the group which made the talk relaxed but it was always easily
steered back on topic.” -Jay Vandermeer, Guelph Fitness Training

“Tim is an all-around social media expert. He provided an engaging and insightful
presentation to our members with great energy and enthusiasm. He's able to connect
with the audience authentically and everyone left with more information in their
toolbox. We highly recommend Tim for presenting!” -Guelph Chamber of Commerce

“Whether you are a beginner or experienced in social media and marketing Tim will
provide insight and guidance. He is also a pleasure to work and will make the work
fun.” -Joy Sammy, 10C Shared Space

For inquiries and to book:
tim@timcampbellstrategist.com

226.337.4545


